
Pyroclassic Fires Handbook



A look inside the factory



Designed by Scientists
The Pyroclassic wood fire was developed by 
scientists from the Department of Scientific & 
Industrial Research (DSIR). They were tasked with 
creating the ultimate solution for burning wood in 
the most environmentally conscious way. After 
nearly a decade of design and research, the 
Pyroclassic was born! 

This unique design has remained mostly 
unchanged for the last 30 years and continues to 
lead the market in efficiency and clean air 
excellence.
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The Evolution
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Emissions & Efficiency
The efficiency of the Pyroclassic IV is due to its unique cylindrical ceramic fire chamber, which 
retains heat like a kiln. A Pyroclassic fire offers the benefits of both radiant and convection 
heating, whilst providing the most economical use of firewood.

• The Pyroclassic IV has less than half the emissions of most ‘black box’ style fires at a tiny 
0.3/kg emissions.

• The north/south orientation of the firebox provides along the grain efficient burning.

• Fuel Consumption: 1.1kg per hour

• Dry: 74% efficiency 

• Wet: 83.3% efficiency 
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Colours

• Available in 100+ colours

• Our powdercoated steel panels can be 
changed in under one minute!

• Want a change? New sets of panels can be 
ordered from our online shop at 
www.pyroclassic.co.nz.  
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http://www.pyroclassic.co.nz/


Overnight Burn
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• We have achieved up to 24hrs on one load of 
fuel! (good quality, dry Kanuka)

• A genuine 12hr+ overnight burn is easily 
achieved with dry, hard wood.

• To determine how much wood you need, work 
on 1.1kg p/h.

• Logs should be 100-120mm in diameter by 300-
400mm long.



Wetback
• Our high output 3.7kW wetback is perfect for all domestic hot 

water needs.

• A Pyroclassic provides 65.3% efficiency for space heating plus 18%
water heating with a wetback installed.

• Our wetback is tested up to 20 metres. It is located outside the 
burn environment, ensuring no cooling effect on the combustion 
zone. This allows clean burning secondary combustion.
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Cooking

• Our 10mm thick steel cooktop is perfect for all 
types of cooking, from simmering a casserole to 
baking bread.

• The Pyro cooktop oven increases versatility when 
cooking and comes with a handy trivet and 
embroidered oven mitt.
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FREE Accessory Kit

• Every Pyroclassic fire comes with a FREE rake, shovel, moisture meter and two reusable 
fire-starters!
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Understanding Pyro Performance
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How does a Pyroclassic Fire work?



Flue System
The recommended flue system for the Pyroclassic IV is a 
100mm Eco Flue Kit. These are available in Standard 
Ceiling, Sloping Ceiling and Coastal Kits.

An Eco Flue Kit draws in cool air from the ceiling cavity 
(standard ceiling) or outside the home (sloping ceiling). 
This makes them a far more economical alternative to 
conventional flue systems which draw warm air from 
inside the room you are trying to heat. Eco Flue Kits stop 
heat generated from the wood fire going up the flue. 
This means you will use less wood as more heat is 
retained within the house. 

Our full flow vertical discharge cowl enhances draw of 
the flue gases unlike conventional cowls which restrict 
the flow, limiting the effectiveness of smoke extraction. 
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Sloping Ceiling Kit

Standard Ceiling Kit



Standard Ceiling Eco Flue Kit
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Eco Flue KitConventional 
Flue Kit



Sloping Ceiling Eco Flue Kit
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Understanding Pyro Performance

New House

Jo has a new house which is double glazed with aluminium joinery. It is 
fully insulated with the fire centrally located and a floor area of 250m2

and 2.4m ceiling height. 

15-25 year-old House

Simon’s house is a moderately insulated 180m2 home with single glazing 
and timber or aluminium joinery. His ceiling height is a standard 2.4m.

Old House

Rachel’s house is an old bungalow style, single glazed with timber joinery 
and the fire sits on the external wall with a floor area of 100-130m2. 
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Size and Type of House – What area can a Pyro heat?
When operated correctly, the three different homes below should be warm and cosy.



Understanding Pyro Performance

All wood must be dry, ideally under 20%. Wood with a higher moisture content will affect burn times and 
performance of the fire, which may result in the need for more frequent maintenance. 

Softwood

Jo only burns pine. Pine is a softwood so because of its density Jo will only ever achieve a 3-5 hour burn 
cycle as she can only load 3.5-5.5kgs of fuel inside the cylinder per heat cycle. 

Hardwood

Simon only burns well seasoned kanuka. As this is a considerably denser wood to what Jo’s burning, Simon 
will achieve a 10-12hr+ burn cycle as he can fit 7.5-9.5kgs of fuel inside the cylinder per heat cycle.

Mixed

Rachel burns a mixture of wood fuels, predominantly softwoods during evenings and weekends and 
hardwoods for longer burn times e.g. whilst at work or overnight. 

Remember: Fuel consumption = 1.1kg per hour
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Wood Fuel Test your wood with the 
Pyroclassic moisture meter



Pyroclassic Large Raised Woodbin & Hearth

The Pyroclassic Large Raised Woodbin meets all the clearances 
required for a Pyroclassic IV so it can be used as a direct replacement 
for a traditional insulated tiled hearth even in a corner installation.

The woodbin raises the Pyroclassic IV up to a very user-friendly height 
for reloading the fire and using the cooking surface. It also provides a 
convenient place to store firewood. This reversible woodbin has a 
handle at one end and is open at the other, giving you total flexibility 
with how you want to use it. It will slide easily on a carpeted surface 
but if you have a hard floor we can supply self adhesive carpet tiles 
which can be fixed to the bottom of the woodbin allowing it to slide 
on your tile or wooden floor.

Powdercoated in Ripple Black. 

Dimensions: W 680mm x D 950mm x H 250mm.
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Pyroclassic Miniature Raised Woodbin

The Pyroclassic Miniature Raised Woodbin is perfect for installations 
when a hearth is not required because the floor itself already meets 
the standards for a non combustible floor, or there is a continuous 
layer of non combustible material already installed on the floor.

This stylish accessory has the height advantages of our traditional 
Large Raised Hearth and Woodbin without the larger footprint. 
Similar to its big brother, the reversible woodbin comes double-
ended. Use it as a drawer to hide your kindling, firelighters, rake, 
shovel and matches, or open it at the other end so you can select 
logs without needing to slide the draw in and out.

Powdercoated in Ripple Black. 

Dimensions: W 480mm x D 680mm x H 250mm.
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Wall Screen Installation Instructions - Standard
Designed to reduce the distance required from the Pyroclassic Fire to combustible materials. 

Wall Screen Measurements:  550mm wide x 800mm high x 25mm deep. 

Standard Wall Installation:

Distance from combustible materials (B) = 350mm (REAR of Fire to combustible materials NO WALL SCREEN 
fitted) 

Distance from combustible materials (B) = 105mm (REAR of Fire to combustible materials WITH WALL SCREEN 
fitted) 
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To Fit the Screen:
1. Find the centre of the fire & measure 1120mm vertically 

from the surface the fire is located on. I.e. Floor Protector, 
Raised Hearth & Woodbin or Mini Woodbin. 

2. Measure 262mm left & mark this point for screw #1. 
3. With the use of a level now measure horizontally right 

525mm for screw #2. 
4. If required, screw the plasterboard anchors into the wall & 

fit screws. Leave screw heads protruding approximately 
2mm. 

5. Fit wall screen to these screws using the ‘Keyholes’ in the 
wall screen. 



Wall Screen Installation Instructions – Corner
There are two screens, each measuring 900mm wide x 800mm high x 25mm deep. 

45 Degrees Across a Corner:

Distance from combustible materials (C) = 370mm (CORNER of Fire to combustible materials NO WALL SCREEN 
fitted) 

Distance from combustible materials (C) = 115mm (CORNER of Fire to combustible materials WITH WALL 
SCREEN fitted) 
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To Fit the Screen:
1. Measure 1120mm vertically from the surface the fire is 

located on. I.e. Floor Protector, Raised Hearth & Woodbin or 
Mini Woodbin. 

2. Measure 13mm in from the corner & mark this point for 
screw #1. 

3. With the use of a level now measure horizontally across 
875mm for screw #2. 

4. If required, screw the plasterboard anchors into the wall & 
fit screws. Leave screw heads protruding approximately 
2mm. 

5. Fit wall screen to these screws using the ‘Keyholes’ in the 
wall screen. 

6. Now repeat the process for the second wall screen, 
measure the 13mm off the already fitted screen. 



Wall Screen Installation Instructions – Parallel
There are two screens, each measuring 900mm wide x 800mm high x 25mm deep. 

Parallel Corner Installation:

Side clearance to combustible materials (A) = 480mm (SIDE of Fire to combustible materials NO WALL SCREEN fitted)

Side clearance to combustible materials (A) = 145mm (SIDE of Fire to combustible materials WITH WALL SCREEN fitted)

Distance from combustible materials (B) = 350mm (REAR of Fire to combustible materials NO WALL SCREEN fitted)

Distance from combustible materials (B) = 105mm (REAR of Fire to combustible materials WITH WALL SCREEN fitted)
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To Fit the Screen:
1. Measure 1120mm vertically from the surface the fire is 

located on. I.e. Floor Protector, Raised Hearth & Woodbin or 
Mini Woodbin. 

2. Measure 13mm in from the corner & mark this point for 
screw #1. 

3. With the use of a level now measure horizontally across 
875mm for screw #2. 

4. If required, screw the plasterboard anchors into the wall & fit 
screws. Leave screw heads protruding approximately 2mm. 

5. Fit wall screen to these screws using the ‘Keyholes’ in the wall 
screen. 

6. Now repeat the process for the second wall screen, measure 
the 13mm off the already fitted screen. 



Help Centre – FAQs & Troubleshooting

The following pages will cover some of our most 
frequently asked questions. 

If the answer to your question is not included 
here, please refer to the Help Centre at
www.pyroclassic.co.nz. If you can still not find the 
answer you are looking for, contact your local 
dealer.
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Why do I need a wall screen? 
Unlike most other wood fires which use a standard shield attached to the 
flue pipe, the heat output of the Pyroclassic IV is too great and as such 
requires a separate shield to be attached to a combustible wall surface to 
make it comply with the clearance standards required. 

Customers can install a Pyroclassic IV without wall screens if they would 
prefer to use a non combustible wall board product such as Eterpan, 
Supalux or Promina board and install it as per the manufacturers 
specifications. Usually this involves ensuring a 25mm air gap is 
maintained between the wall board and any timber framing.
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Custom ScreensCorner ScreensStandard Screen



Why is the door glass small?

Glass is a very poor insulator so less is best when it 
comes to wood fires. 

The original Pyroclassic did not have any glass as the 
scientists wanted the fire to be as efficient as possible. 
Over time, consumers expressed desire to see more 
flames so the door glass has got larger with each 
version. The Pyroclassic IV has the largest glass 
possible to fit inside the front opening of the chamber 
without affecting performance. 

Big glass = Big waste of combustion heat!
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How do I use my Turboslide?
The Turboslide covers a hole that allows start up air to enter 
quickly to get your fire going. To open the hole, move the 
Turboslide to either the left or right. When your fire is well 
established and your firebox is hot*, cover the hole with the 
Turboslide by sliding it into the middle position. It can take 
anywhere from 30-60 minutes for the firebox to get up to 
temperature. Make sure the area around the hole is free of 
ash or char. Simply push back the build-up with the rake – it 
doesn’t have to be much, just enough to keep the hole clear 
and let it work as it should. This will help achieve a quick 
starting, free breathing, hot fire. Operating the fire in this way 
will ensure you enjoy low emissions, high thermal efficiency 
and conserve your wood supply.

IMPORTANT: The Turboslide is ONLY for the initial start-up of 
fires and to help ignite fresh fuel if required. Not following 
these instructions can result in damage to the air tubes and 
other metal components inside the fire chamber.

*If the bottom back corner of the side panel is warmer than skin temperature then the whole 
cylinder is hot. If it’s not warmer than your hand then it is still warming up.
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Turboslide Open

Turboslide Closed



What is a load limiter and why is it used?
Inside along the top of the fire chamber is a load limiter, which is designed to restrict the 
operator from overloading the fire chamber. After a number of years the load limiter may 
burn off as the air tubes burn down. Do not worry about replacing the load limiter but the 
air tubes should be replaced. 
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What is the best way to light my fire?
1. Soak the reusable fire starters in methylated spirits. We recommend you store these in an airtight jar filled 

with meths.

2. Slide the Turboslide to the far right or far left position. 

3. Place DRY kindling and a few small logs lengthways in the front of the fire chamber leaving a clear space in 
front of the air inlet hole.

4. Place a soaked fire starter just under the kindling at the front of the fire chamber and light it. Close the door.

5. Once the fire is well established and you have a nice bed of hot embers move the Turboslide to the central 
position (to cover the air inlet hole).

6. When opening the door to load more wood, slide the Turboslide to the far left or right open position and 
continue from Step 5.

A video of how to light and maintain a fire in a Pyroclassic can be found on our website. 



How can I test if I am getting a good heat output 
from my Pyroclassic Fire?

As stated in the operating instructions for the Pyroclassic IV, the 
fire will not give its full performance for the first few uses until 
the unit has fully cured and heat tempered.

There are a couple of easy checks to measure the approximate 
output levels. Firstly, hold your hand 10cm off the centre of the 
top plate when the fire is running. If you cannot keep it there for 
5 seconds then the fire is really cranking along. If you can hold 
your hand there 5 -10 seconds then the unit is performing well in 
its expected typical output range. If you can hold it there for 
more than 10 seconds then you can probably hold it there 
indefinitely and so depending on the heat required you could 
load a fresh load of fuel in and begin the cycle again.

The side panels are another good indicator of when a Pyroclassic 
is fully heat cycled. If the bottom back corner of the side panel is 
warmer than skin temperature then the whole cylinder is hot. If 
it’s not warmer than your hand it is still warming up.
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Flue Cleaning
The flue should always be cleaned once a year. This is usually a requirement for many insurance 
companies. Pyroclassic Fires are renowned for burning very clean when good, dry fuel is used. 
However, keeping your Pyroclassic flue pipes clean will help eliminate the risk of a flue fire and 
can be a great indication of how your wood is performing. If the pipes are clean then the wood 
is good. If the pipes are filling with carbon, creosote and tar deposits then you may need to 
relook at what fuel you’re burning or revisit the operating instructions and refresh yourself on 
how to create a cleaner burning fire.

The easiest way to clean the flue is by placing a deep baking tray or similar under the base of 
the flue and sweep the contents of the flue down into the tray. This will stop the debris falling 
into the top chamber and require vacuuming out. The build-up around the wetback is best 
removed by hand.

A video of how to clean the flue can be found on our website. 
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How do I clean the glass?

If good quality fuel is burnt correctly then the glass 
should stay relatively clean as the air wash which 
passes down the inside of the door will scrub off any 
deposits during the burn cycle.  

If the glass is becoming dirty, scrunch up two pieces of 
damp newspaper, dip one in cold fire ashes and rub 
over the inside of the glass. Use the other piece to rub 
over the glass, cleaning the dirt off. The best time to 
do this is in the morning before rekindling the fire as 
the glass will be cool enough.

Get into the habit of cleaning it regularly as this will 
maintain the glass and prevent ash from being fused 
onto it due to the intense heat in the firebox.
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Why are there cracks in my cylinder?

Due to the fire chamber being cast as a one piece cylinder it 
goes through some expansion and contraction every time it 
is heat cycled and this results in a variety of different levels of 
cracking. This is just the cylinder relieving its inert tension 
and will not affect the fire’s performance or operation.

These cracks and blisters can grow over time due to erosion 
through use. If a customer wants to fix the cylinder for 
cosmetic reasons, veneering cement can be purchased which 
is mixed to a toothpaste-like consistency and inserted into 
the cracked areas.

The story goes that the two original designers each had a 
Pyro and one touched up his cylinder every year and the 
other never touched his... 25 years later and both fires were 
still operating well albeit one was in slightly better looking 
condition internally than the other!
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Veneering Cement

Typical Pyroclassic Cylinder Cracking

A video on this can be found on our website – www.pyroclassic.co.nz



Door Knob Troubleshooting
The expected lifespan of a door knob is somewhere between 4 - 10 years depending on how the fire is being 
operated.

There are two typical causes that lead to premature failure of the door knob:

1. Excessive charring on the back of the knob due to high levels of concentrated heat from burning wood too 
close behind the door area. 

2. The door being overtightened when it is closed which in turn leads to it being very tight to open once the 
fire has heated up. Continued overtightening causes the screws to weaken and then come loose and 
break away from their fixings.

To avoid these issues and extend the lifespan of the door knob, keep a clear area of approximately 10cm in 
the front of the firebox and maintain your fire underneath the air tubes in the top of the cylinder. This will 
give you the additional benefit of letting the cylinder absorb the maximum amount of heat from your fuel 
load before it leaves the fire chamber.
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Door Knob with Kaowool Gasket & ScrewsComplete Door Knob & Spindle Assembly



How do I clean the panels and outer flue?
The powdercoated panels on the Pyroclassic IV can be wiped clean with some light 
detergent and warm water. You can do this with the panels on the fire or remove them for a 
more thorough clean. For any light staining then a car polish can be used to rejuvenate the 
panels. Be careful when you remove the front panel to not tear the insulating gasket which 
is on the inside of the panel*. You will need to pull the centre of the panel forward slightly to 
allow space behind when you slide it up.

The stainless steel flue pipe can be cleaned using a soft cloth with a small amount of 
methylated spirit soaked into it. Try to avoid touching the flue pipe with your bare hands as 
this leaves oil from the skin on the pipe and becomes very hard to remove once the pipes 
have been heat cycled.

*gasket not present on Pyros dispatched from 2014 onwards
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Can I burn driftwood and other treated timbers 
in my Pyroclassic? 
Do NOT burn driftwood or treated timber in a Pyroclassic Fire. Treated timer and certain 
enamel and lead based paints can create a volatile environment once heated up to high 
temperatures. When you burn driftwood the salts become very corrosive and eat into the 
softer ceramics leaving behind the harder silica aggregates.
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How to fix shaking/rattling of the side panels

If this occurs then it can be remedied by removing the 
panel and putting a slight curve (only 1-2mm) across it 
by flexing it from top to bottom. The easiest way to do 
this is to lie the panel half on a flat surface and apply 
weight to the bottom section which is on the surface 
and also to the top section which is hanging off the 
side. This will create the slight curve in the panel. This 
very small relief in the panel will mean that it sits 
tighter against both sides of the inside of the channel 
and eliminates the rattle.

PLEASE NOTE: You shouldn't bend it far enough to 
crease the panel or have any visible curve to it. 
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Because the coloured panels are interchangeable and not permanently fixed to the 
fire there is a small chance that occasionally a panel may rattle slightly in its channel. 
This is due to the small gap between the panel and the channel which allows the 
panel to move ever so slightly.



Why is smoke coming into my room?

Most commonly, this is an indication the flue is blocked. Clear the obstruction and investigate 
the cause. Check the moisture of the wood and make sure you are burning good, dry wood. 
The flue pipe can block very quickly if you are burning wet or gummy wood. See 
‘Understanding Pyro Performance – Wood Fuel’ in this booklet for more information on the 
best wood to use. A Pyroclassic is different from other wood fires so ensure you use a reliable 
chimney sweep, ideally someone who has swept a Pyroclassic before. If you would rather 
clean the flue yourself, refer to our website for a video on how to clean the flue. 

If the flue is not blocked, it could be one of the following reasons:

• Negative pressure in the room - this can be caused by a household electric exhaust fan or 
severe pressure difference in a windstorm. Open a window to equalise the pressure.

• Severe down draft due to surrounding structures, hills, trees or roof layout.
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My fire is slow to start up. What can I do?
• Open the Turboslide by moving it to either the left or right.

• Check the start-up hole is free of ash and char on the inside and 

push back any build-up with the rake. The start-up air supply hole 

allows air to enter the fire chamber, if the hole is clogged with ash 

and char it will not work. 

• Check for air leakage around the cooktop, flue collar and in the flue 

pipe joints. Air bypassing the fire chamber reduces draft. Repair air 

leaks.
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• You could be inserting large or wet logs on not enough hot coals. Make sure you use dry kindling to start 
the fire quickly. DO NOT USE WET FUEL.

• Insufficient draft. Review chimney construction and investigate air pressure levels in the home.

• Warm, humid conditions outside or an inversion layer. Wait until the flue pipe heats-up.



Pyroclassic Fires Warranty

The ceramic cylinder in the Pyroclassic IV is guaranteed for 15 years 
against defective material or workmanship, providing that the fire is 
used according to the manufacturer's operating instructions. Cracks 
and blisters are not considered a failure of the ceramic cylinder. 
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All other parts are warranted for 12 months from the date of purchase. This warranty 
does not cover damage or failure caused by tampering, carelessness, abuse or misuse, 
cosmetic damage or general wear and tear - this includes damaged door knobs and 
broken door glass. All cases will be considered at the manufacturers discretion.

Please Note: the warranty only applies to the original owner registered on the warranty 
card and cannot be transferred without express permission by the manufacturer.



Pyroclassic Fires Return Policy
Pyroclassic Fires is committed to customer satisfaction. If you are unhappy with your 
purchase for any reason, return it to our Hastings factory within 30 days in the condition and 
packaging you received it and we will happily refund the money.

Please Note: A 20% repackaging and restocking fee applies. 
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